
DIVINE ALIGNMENT PACKAGE DESCRIPTIONS 

Communication with Spirit Guides, Angels & Totem Animals Lightwork 

This reiki system works to open the channels of communication with Spirit Guides, Angels, 
and Totem Animals. It connects you to pure source energy and all of the Spirit Guides, Angels, 
and Spirit Animals. It is a very high energy system so that the path of communication is opened 
and not broken as you speak with higher energies of love and light. This system does not work 
to help connect with any dark energy beings or entities, because the connection is in harmony 
only with positive energy beings of love and light. As you work with these energies, you will 
find that it becomes very easy to communicate with positive spirits and guides. 

Cosmic Siblings Empowerment 

Founder: Heidi Gebhard Burger. Do you know your star brothers and sisters - Your Soul 
Group? Soul Family? Do you have the feeling when you met someone for the first time that 
you have known them for ages? Do you just understand certain people? If so, then you have 
more than likely met one of your Soul Family Members. This empowerment strengthens your 
connection to your Cosmic Siblings! It is a very powerful attunement and everyone should 
receive its energy so that their vibrations rise to a level where they can connect with their 
Soul Group 

Diamond Guardian Angel 

“THINK ABOUT CERTAIN AND FEEL ABOUT magnificence AND DESIRE ABOUT excellent: THIS 
IS THE SPIRIT KNOWING THE END OF RATIONAL LIFE”. 

 There are many kinds of angels that you might work with, though the single most Important 
one is your solar angel (guardian angel). However, the primary purpose of thisAngel 
WORKSHOP is not to guard you but to oversee your personal and spiritual evolution.) 
Generally, archangels work with other angels and not with humans DIRECTLY. 

This attunements allows any angelic forces that with to work with you to do so more easily 
by facilitating communication AND SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION (from them to you and from you 
to them.) 

 Spiritual potential: 

 * Build a portal diamond - a powerful single channel to your Higher Self in the light frequency 
of diamond 

* Connects you with your multidimensionality  

* Activate infinite divine creative potential 

* Helps you integrate your lost luminously aspects unresolved (release of karma, care OF THE 
SOUL) 

* Helps you to integrate and activate your light aspects and higher teacher ASPECTS 

* Through deep meditation you can build portals diamond light across the Earth 

* You can help other people to join your channel Higher Self 

* Light vehicle activate your Light diamond 



* We will communicate and integrated into the matrix of the enlightened and avatars of all 
time 

* You will be guided and trained directly and individually by enlightened 

* Helps transcend your ego consciousness 

Guardian angel diamond stands in portals of vibration level and temples of bright diamond 
and diamond portals of universe. 

channeling: the solar guardian angel diamond portal is a single tool in bright light frequency 
and connects the soul with the multidimensional light of your organization or carrying toward 
it, opens a portal to all aspects of his being, helps in the release of aspects lost or unresolved 
issues and also helps teachers to integrate frequencies upper or superior aspects of light. But 
it also helps when this luminous soul active and wants to help other people, then opens a 
portal in this vibration frequency diamond to the desired level of the other, the other 
luminous soul seeking help. Help , so Therefore, also the owner, the luminous soul, open 
through this website other sites on the universe , that this luminous soul can easily go 
traveling , take spiritual journeys and experiences and receive locally bright and instructive 
teaching experiences . 

So also is always connected with higher heart and with bright diamond temple- the diamond 
matrix enlightened. 

 The red diamond angel connection: 

the key to the wisdom of God manifested in the creation - the cells receive contact with the 
infinite wisdom of the creator - he reminds his cell Divinity - activating the Kundalini forces - 
the sacred cobra leaves the Basic white chakra - the domination of the physical creation - 
above and below is one of you - get rid of old value system and "rise " to the consciousness 
of All-One Divine - activates the Diamond light - the Diamond Light is generated "This key 
combines the supreme Divine Principle - crown - with point bottom of Divine Creation in a 
drive in you - up and down is one . 

These bright red ... Diamonds are key Throne Divine Campus , the infinite light frequency God 
, even your level to your physical presence, your physical here and now . Communicate 
supreme levels enclosure the throne to the lowest level in the Divine manifestation and open 
the infinite wisdom of God in your cells, to receive your cellular consciousness contact with 
the infinite wisdom of the Creator has again been placed on them from the original principle 
of all material creation. 

Red Diamond Light connects to the lowest point of creation 

divine - up and down is one, is All-One, all are one in God. 

This light can also awaken your Kundalini forces . Then the sacred white cobra arises from 
your basic chakra and rises along your bright channel Prana and protects your head like a 
Buddha when he received lighting ...I placed this awareness in each of their cells to be light 
and truth that can also transformed into light , which can be opened in perfect light . As 
originated and were created in the Light any time can ascend into the Light, the Light and 
become so detached from all bonds earthly. 

 

 



Eighth Pleiadian Star Empowerments 

Mega stars like Pleiades are extremely luminous stars - stars with luminosity at least 10,000 
times that of our Sun. See this as part of the arising of a galactic level of consciousness, which 
lies at the heart of a new star wisdom. Could it be the Cosmic Christ who is behind this 
awakening of consciousness to the galaxy? Be that as it may, the awakening to this galactic 
level of consciousness signifies a step for humanity comparable to the new consciousness that 
came about through the Copernican revolution, when the old geocentric solar system gave 
way to the new heliocentric one.  

Galactic awareness signifies an expansion of consciousness to include the whole of the Milky 
Way galaxy. 

Though the eighth star of Pleiades don´t seem visible, its energy goes to Galactic awareness, 
an expansion of consciousness and your soul awareness, all your love experiences throughout 
your entire existence.  

The eighth star represents your soul star or your eighth chakra were all the energies are one. 

About magenta spectrum: 

If you see the colour MAGENTA as being in between Violet and Red, you will see the metaphor 
for Absolution of Duality. It is only possible to experience the living of Heaven (Violet) on Earth 
(Red), when polarities no longer exist. It is for this reason that the Akashic Record is held in 
the MAGENTA chakra – beyond duality and the ensuing FALSE judgments this state creates. 

It is also important to consider MAGENTA’S complement/opposite – Olive Green. The process 
of opening ones self to the full potential of MAGENTA, is greatly supported by understanding 
the energies of its colour complement, and making a conscious effort to keep the Olive Green 
chakra clear. 

MAGENTA COLOUR ENERGY – Strengthens contact with your life purpose. Comprised of 2 
parts Red and 1 part Blue, this tertiary colour lies “hidden” between Red and Violet. Therefore 
MAGENTA is both the end and the beginning of the Light Spectrum – representing the Alpha 
and the Omega – the fullest expression of Divine Love. As such, MAGENTA contains or holds 
all the other colors including the White Light. 

Is it any wonder then, that MAGENTA is interpreted by the most ancient teachings of the 
Great Mystery Schools, as the colour of the 8th chakra – ” The Soul Star ” – residing just 
outside the physical body, and above the head. In this capacity, MAGENTA contains our 
individual “Soul Blueprint”, otherwise known as our “Akashic Record”. 

Connection to this chakra ( The Soul Star) reveals our reason for incarnating – our Divine 
Mission – and then further supports our energies to actualize it. If you view the MAGENTA ray 
as preceding the colour Red, it could be said that the soul descends to body. Conversely, if 
MAGENTA is seen as following the colour Violet, then the body has ascended to spirit. 

Here you are attuned to 

· Eighth star empowerment and symbol 

· magenta full spectrum 

· which includes your 

· soul star 



· Family soul´s stars 

· And Earth soul star 

Elemental Spirit Whisperer 

Pre-requisite: Usui or Seichim Master 

Awakens the genetics that allow your physical body to interface and make changes in the 
structural reality of matter here in this reality. Whisperer refers to speaking a secret in private 
between two self aware beings. Education about working with the sentient awareness within 
elements. 

 The term, "whisperer" has gain popularity as one making conscious contact with another in 
a private manner. This is to say that communication is occurring and that others in the vicinity 
are not aware of. Only the “whisperer” and his subject know what has been communicated.    

Here are some of the benefits you may receive when using this system: 

Allow for the possibility that elements think and can communicate. Begin to perceive the 
presence of the elemental spirits Gain an alliance with various elements. Gain the security of 
having the elements’ assistance in case of emergency. Learn about each elemental spirit’s 
abilities and when to ask for their help. Notice that the elements can call on others of their 
kind to arrive. Recognize the co-creative force elements can bring to bear on any co-creative 
endeavor or for conflict resolution. Confidence that the elemental spirits will assist you in any 
natural disaster. Begin to notice the co-operation of elemental spirits in your every day life. 
Additional benefits inclued: 

Moisture increases in the land to stave off forest fires from reaching homes. Clouds form and 
rain happens to save crops from withering. Tensile strength of a wooden plank increases when 
a child walks on an old bridge across a stream or ravine. Any physical form can become more 
effective and efficient when you have an alliance with the elemental spirits which comprise 
its form and call upon them for assistance.Batteries can last longer in an emergency situation 
if you call upon the elemental spirits of the battery’s interior.These are just of a few of the 
ways that whispering to the elemental spirits can help you and others you call upon them for 
co-operation. 

The first level of this system is to be activated frequently so that additional genetic codes that 
are ready to awaken shall.  This level helps everyone awaken their gentic codes so that they 
can more fully in teract with and gain the alliance of the elements we live around every day. 

The second level of this system is to be activated anytime you like a better line of 
communication or cooperation with the elements.  If you are skilled at Shamanic Journeying 
or meditation you may use in conjunction... the purpose is to establish a meet and greet 
forging a bridge of familiarity 

Elven Star Connection Empowerment 

The Eleven Star Connection Empowerment attunement aims to offer teaching and guidance 
on how to draw and use the sacred Eleven Star Symbol which is also known by many different 
names such as a Heptagram. 

This symbol can be used as a powerful connection to the Fey and also as a healing symbol. 



This empowerment aims to take you on a journey of self-discovery. Learn how this symbol 
relates to our world, how it can be used for healing, protection and opening sacred space but 
also as a pathway to the Faery Realms. 

Embodiment of Angels Activation 

We have the potential to be angels incarnated, to improve our connection we need to heal 
our human dna first and secondly heal our angelic dna. 

This is a program of very powerful activations to embody angelic properties and manifest 
them in material world. 

You can:Clearing and cleansing dna imprints to bust angelic connection  

Heal physically. You can rejuvenate and restore your bodywith this energy. Heal negative 
emotions and thoughts and believes. 

 Activate your chakras and meridians with the sounds of creation in your angelic dna 

Five elements activation 

 Balance your angelic electromagnetic field 

 REINFORCE THE contact to other sentient beings,like angels. 

 FORM ONE SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL HEART WITH ANGELS. 

Energy Transference Lightwork 

Energy Transference LightWork connects you to your higher self and Spirit for empowerment 
and raising your vibration. The energies of this attunement are magickal and you will learn 
how energy transference works and how to use it to improve your life, enhance your psychic 
abilities, and strengthen your healing energies. This attunement is powerful and will help to 
speed up your spiritual growth, and teaches how to use the energies in both magickal work 
and lightwork. You will also learn how to protect yourself and others so that only positive 
energy transferences are allowed within your energy fields. 

Fonon Essence Attunement 

Quantum science has determent that solid matter like crystals can be defined, shaped and be 
molded by sounds. These hypothetical sound particles are called fonons. Fonons are cold 
energy that perfect physical structure. 

Esoterically, is the “Sound current vibrating in all creation. It can be heard by the inner 
ears.”  Variously referred to as the Audible Life Stream, Inner Sound, Sound Current or Word 
in English, is the esoteric essence of God which is available to all human beings. 

· The first sound of creation. 

· You are attuned To the main strain of all creation using this. 

· It activates your primordial connection to the light of god or sacred energy that you are- 

· You can listen more clearly your hearts song linked with all the creation- 

· It Can be use to strengthen other mantras- 

· It can be use on cleansing crystals for healing properties and strengthen them- 

· You can create antennas for specific purposes- 



Golden Kundalini Prana 

Kundalini gives a seeker true understanding of all the experienced pleasures. When Para 
Kundalini, Universal energy or para kundalini., penetrate all the knots, which sustain the sense 
of limitation, the knowledge of the Absolute unfolds. She fills the minds of sincere spiritual 
seeker with bliss, leads them to the state of illumination and dissolves all their worldly 
bonds,drinking the essence of the ecstasy of the light; the entire world becomes the 
embodiment of the self. 

Although Kundalini permeates the human body, She has a special dwelling at the center of 
the body, in the muladhara chakra at the base of the spine. In fact, there are three kinds of 
Kundalini within the body - Prana Kundalini,Chit Kundalini and Para Kundalini - each of which 
has a different location. Kundalini can be awakened at all three locations; however, it is at the 
muladhara that She is usually awakened. The word mula means root and adhara means 
support. According to the Sanskrit scriptures, this root is three inches long, and within it the 
Shakti (living force) resides in a subtle form, coiled three and one-half times; this is why She 
is known as Kundalini, the coiled one. When She is awakened, She uncoils and begins to 
journey upwards towards the sahasrara. 

Inthis state, you lose the awareness of your own body, and merge with the body ofGod. It was 
when he became absorbed in the intoxication of this state ofdivinity – and you say ”'I am 
God”. The truth is, this very body is the temple ofGod. There is no greater temple than this 
human body. Everyone shouldcontemplate this and understand that God lies within. 

 Thisis the knowledge that arises as Kundalini merges in the sahasrara, Onlyoneness. Just as a 
river, after flowing for a long time, merges with the oceanand becomes the ocean, when 
Kundalini has finished Her work and stabilized in the sahasrara, you become completely 
immersed in God. All your impurities and casing are destroyed, and you take complete rest in 
the Self. The veil which made you see duality drops away, and you experience the world as a 
blissful engage in recreation of Kundalini, a spot of God's energy. You see the universe as 
supremely blissful light, undifferentiated from yourself, and you remain unshakeable in this 
awareness. This is the state of liberation, the state of perfection. 

It activates your kundalini from the first chakra to the blue pearl, prana channels, golden 
kundalini prana, golden kundalini prana chakras, golden pearl golden prana  

Hanta Yo Mantra Empowerment 

Hanta Yo is a Lakota Sioux term that means "clear the way". It indicates the intention of 
drawing on the Great Spirit to clear the way while you do your part with faith. All mystical, 
conscious work, including yoga, meditation, the martial arts, and even organic gardening are 
about connecting to an infinite source of creative potential. Techniques vary but the goals are 
identical: to conduct the life force more dynamically through the body/mind of the human 
being. This focused energy is then applied toward healing, well-being and creative expression. 

Hanta Yo is an entrancing portal into Native American cosmology. 

Hanta yo is of the Four Great Powers of the Medicine Wheel. To the North is found Wisdom. 
The South is the place of Innocence and Trust. The West is the Looks-Within Place,which 
speaks to our introspective Nature. The East is the Place of Illumination, where we can see 
things clearly, far and wide. 

Hanta yo is universal, goes beyond Native Americans and it goes all around the world. 



High Magnetic Elixir 999 

Channeled through the involvement of KRYON  

 Is  cumulative,  highly  concentrated  MAGNETIC  energy  in  the  frequency  999.    

It serves  to  increased  and  concentrated  absorption  of  high-
magnetic  energy  and  transforms  all  of  your  electromagnetic  energy  levels  to  pure  ma
gnetic  energy  levels,  in  order  to  adjust  and  align  you  to  the  new  energies  on  Planet  
Earth  as  soon  as  possible  and  in   a  simple  way.   

 Light  Body  symptoms  will  be  alleviated,  your  awakening  promoted,  your  psychic  
abilities  stabilized,  anchored  and  sealed  deep  in  your  cells...    

  ..and  powerful  magnetism  radiated  out  of  you  and  flow  through  you  into  the  world.    

KorManu 

KorManu is a Revealed Art for Transformation and contains two levels. 

Level One In Level One, the First Facet, it is the transcendent Man/Woman. 

In this stage you will receive an attunement and a personal symbol that will represent the 
'core' (an original frequency that is your very own). 

A detoxificaiton and cleansing period of 30 days will then begin to clease the student's 
physical and energetic bodies. 

In Level Two, students learn about the Master Healer and Light Bearing Receptable. Students 
will then learn how to pass on attunements to others in this system. 

 From the Founders: “ Today you step through a gateway of your own choice. Not many 
individuals have moved through this sacred gateway of self-knowledge and under standing. 
This sacred passage is causal and will be a catalyst for your highest attainment as well as for 
the healing of others. Simply by your desire to accept this attunement you are assuming the 
highest vibration available to this planet at this time. The assimilation of this vibration will 
accelerate the healing of yourself, others and the earth herself .You who are few in your 
dedication to the healing mechanisms and to your highest expression of Light, we bow to you 
and acknowledge you as our peers. By accepting this energy you vow to use all knowledge 
forthcoming in only Love. If anyone should attempt to use this forthcoming knowledge for ill 
gain or harm to others, this vibration shall turn on the beholder with swift certainty and cause 
manifold karmic retribution. Blessed be all beings who have learned this modality new to this 
planet. Know that this method is from the stars and is used extensively throughout the various 
evolved civilizations throughout the cosmos. Future times will bring different and more 
powerful energies and symbols. However, know that at this time, those energies can not be 
used in the present earth energy. They would cause wide disruption of all energetic fields”.  

Kryon Essences 

Quote from the Founder, Melanie Shivanie Pfetzinger 

In September 2005 Melanie Shivanie Pfetzinger who has been standing in connection with 
Kryon since  May 2005, channeled from him three essences and a few days later another four 
essences. 



These essences and this energy form are suitable only for people who have removed the old 
energy. No basic experience in working with any other energy system is required to 
receivethese energies. The Kryonessences are independent form of energy. 

This particular form of energy is intended for people who are stepping into the 5th dimension. 
This new energy will integrate in your light body,adapting to your current state of being and 
as this is right for you. 

Since the Kryon energy is a very strong energy it adapts to your vibrations and  gradually rise 
them, align you , and thus increase your light body. 

The Kryon essences have nothing to do with Reiki or other healing energy systems. 

The essences are passed in two levels, with a space of 2 weeks. 

Master Healing Crystal Grid 

PROUSTITE 

 Proustite strengthens, clears and protects the energy field. 

Chakra(s): Root & Earthstar 

Element: Earth 

Energy: 

• Grounding 

• Healing 

• Protection 

Protection: 

• Against Psychic Vampirism 

• Against Etheric Parasites 

• Against Energy Attachments 

Stimulates: 

• Activation of Root Chakra 

• Connection To Earth 

• Healing Shadow-Self 

• Spiritual Grounding 

 Metaphysical Properties: 

• Helps reclaim one’s shadow self from the depts 

• Works to bring this material back to conscious awareness 

• Aids in grounding spiritual energy into the body and the earth 

• Activates Root chakra and links it to the Earthstar chakra 

• Great assistance for those whose path leads them downwards 



• Speeds the process of spiritual transformation by bringing up the lost parts of the self for 
healing 

• Repairs one’s connection to the body 

• Beneficial to psychically sensitive people who easily become ungrounded 

• Aids in overcoming jet lag 

• Purifies the physical and spiritual bodies 

• Helps overcome issues with sexuality 

Healing Properties: 

• Purifies The Blood 

• Combats Viral and Bacterial Infections 

• Strong Anti-Fungal and Anti-Parasitic Ally 

 Vivianite CRYSTAL 

is great for meditation allowing you to easily quiet your mind and be open to receive messages 
from your heart. It helps remove negative thoughts, acting as an auric cleanser and is very 
good for your heart, both on a physical and emotional level. It helps remove self-inflicted 
wounds and improves low self-esteem. Vivianite creates a generous heart, helping you to see 
the inter-connectedness and love that truly binds everything. It’s a great stone of peace, love, 
compassion, caring and spiritual illumination. It gives you the strength to carry on through 
great adversity! Vivianite is a powerful healer, reminding your body how to heal itself. It opens 
your Throat Chakra and connects with and clears all of your Chakras, including your Higher 
Heart and Crown. You’ll notice that it becomes quite hot with use, and burns away any illness 
or negativity held within your body. It stimulates your body’s own healing process for both 
illness and injury, and aids iron assimilation, making it useful in treatment of anemia. On top 
of all this, Vivianite assists mental clarity, and can possibly be used to treat cases of dementia. 

 ZINCITE 

 Metaphysical Properties- the red color of Zincite IS very stimulating and passionate; it 
increases life force energy as well as sexual energy, this allows us to experience the feelings 
of joy, passion and of being in a committed relationship. Use Zincite to transcend these 
passionate feelings into the physical body. Use the orange Zincite crystal when you need to 
add creativity into your life. This can be any type of creativity, from writing a book to starting 
a family. The yellow variety of Zincite can be used to transmute feelings of inadequacy to 
feelings of fearlessness This yellow crystal will feed our will power and give us courage to face 
everyday fears. I have found Zincite to work very well in conjunction with other stones. the 
Zincite will work to transmute that energy. 

Zincite with Chrysocolla is a good combination to increase the flow of prana energy, while 
keeping you calm and nurtured. 

Chrysocolla is generally associated with peace and tranquility, as well as intuition, patience 
and unconditional love. It is often thought to offer gentle and soothing qualities, it is believed 
to be a powerful source of life-force energy, as well as a stone for feminine empowerment; 
helping to build feminine energies and cam emotions. 



Chrysocolla helps to clear the subconscious of negative feelings of guilt, fears and tension, 
and brining up inner strength. It aids in releasing old resentment and in forgiving people 
you've been holding resistance to. It is exceptionally helpful in dealing with the anger and pain 
associated with rape, or abuse of any kind. 

It is told to be quite useful to one for expressing those emotions which are fire based, such as 
anger, fear, passion or excitement. Chrysocolla has been known to raise the metabolism to 
assist in rectifying an imbalance or to help in losing weight. 

Chrysocolla is known to promote level headedness, encouraging clarity of thought and a 
neutral, calm attitude during turbulence. It can also be used to decrease nervousness and 
irritability. 

Healing Properties: 

Chrysocolla is best known among Native American Indian cultures for its capability of 
strengthening the body's resistance and bringing about calm feeling where there has been 
upset and turmoil. It enhances creativity in all, female energy and communication, as well as 
relieving ulcers and arthritis. 

Magical Properties: 

Energy: Receptive 

Element: Water 

Powers: Peace, Wisdom and Love 

Chrysocolla makes abridge of energy between the Earth and the Sky, the physical and the 
spiritual planes. A stone with very feminine energies, chrysocolla ease the mental and 
emotional pains of any troubled relationship by relieving tension and bringing out your inner 
strengths. 

When attempting to remove yourself from a troublesome or even dangerous relationship or 
situation, especially those filled with emOtional tension, draw a nine inch circle on a piece of 
paper. Set a pieCE of chrysocolla in the center of the circle, sit and meditate on what this 
situation is costing you in manners of self-esteem, physical danger, emotional stress and 
psychological duress, as well as monetarily. Force yourself to see it for it's full and true 
ugliness....no excuses! Do this for nine nights, each time moving the stone closer and closer 
to the edge of the circle. In the meantime, take whatever measures are appropriate and 
necessary for you to be safe. By the end of the ninth night, you should be able to remove the 
stone completely from the circle. 

If however, you have procrastinated, and taken to steps to physically help remove yourself 
from this situation, moving the stone to the edge of the circle will not gain you freedom from 
the problem. You may start again, but you should consider why you were unable to do it the 
first time, before beginning again. 

New Prosonodo Stars 

And star of Bethlehem or deneb 

Why was this so important? because this was the position on the Milky Way where the Milky 
Way splits into two, like forks into two (branches) to create what is known as the Dark cleft, 
the back memories of the unloved soul. 



“If you start looking into the religious ideas of cultures and indigenous civilizations, you’ll find 
that the star Deneb, Cygnus constellation, in the Milky Way’s Dark aperture was seen as a 
point of entry and exit into the sky world. It was seen as this is where the souls came from 
and this is where the souls return to in death. It is the turning point into wholeness. 

The golden-blue frequency and many other frequencies, the proclaimers trust and that trust 
is described as the star of Bethlehem. In reality it is the 

Prosonodo light. 

This Prosonodo Light is the living Christ and the cosmic meridians of energy of life. to follow 
this Prosonodo light star. So it came about that many kinds of frequencies, with many People 
went on their uniqueness way to witness the birth of Christ within. Reborned into spirit, and 
guided by higher forces of light. 

Just as there are meridians-lines of energy flow-in the human being, these meridians exist 
also in the greater cosmos of the macrocosm. As may be understood from the law of 
correspondences "as above, so below", if there are meridians in the human being, they must 
exist also "above" in the cosmos. We can picture an energy flow streaming from each star and 
intersecting our archetypical bodies of believes, the place of intersection is indicating the 
point of influx of the energy flowing from our cosmos into our solar system and so whenever 
the Sun or any planet in our solar system crosses the Deneb meridian, the Deneb energy flows 
in to unite with that planet or with our Sun. (Here energy is to be understood as the Divine 
Energy or Divine Love radiating from the stars.) 

Focusing upon the meridians as energy lines flowing through every star, the entire celestial 
sphere becomes significant. Here you are attuned to your entire energetic auric field with 
cosmic meridians. 

Nilakantha Dharani 

You will receive attunement to the mantras : 

· Nīlakaṇṭha Dhāranī Namo ratna-trayāya 

 · Chien Shou Chien Yan Wu Ai Ta Pei Hsin To Lo Ni (ta pey chou) 

 · Maha Karuna Dharani 

And the ta pey chou water empowerment About Nilakatha Dharani Empowerments 

 The Nīlakaṇṭha Dhāranī (नीलकठ धारनी  Also Known As MahāKaruṇā Dhāranī (महा कणा 

धारनी;), Popularly Known As The Great Compassion Mantra In English, And Known As The 

Dàbēi Zhòu (Chinese: 大悲咒; Pinyin: Dàbēi Zhòu) In Mandari Chinese, Is A Dharani Of 
Mahayana Buddhist Origin. It Was Spoken By The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara Before An 
Assembly Of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Devas And Kings, According To The Mahakarunikacitta 
Sutra. Like The Now Popular Six-Syllable Mantra Om Mani Padme Hum, It Is A Popular Mantra 
Synonymous With Avalokitesvara In East Asia. 

It Is Often Used For Protection Or Purification. 

Och Empowerments 

Olympic spirits are supernatural beings and cannot be controlled. 



The magical system of Olympic spirits gives you a way of asking the universe for something 
they arenot organizing about. You cannot threaten them or do anything which is a 
usualinstrument of magic. You are getting in touch with one of the prime forces inthe universe 
and the most powerful source of magic. However they act accordingto their own will and 
according to their own plans. In some cases they will notgive you want you want, and in other 
cases they will let you have it even if itis not recommended. Gods are like that. 

Empowerment to the seal of och 

You can meditate and use it for clearing your path of abundance and communication between 
your inner selfand higher self and more applications of use. you can be guided. 

Och imaginery 

7 and 5 ray 

Gold 

Alchemy of the heart 

A King riding a Lion 

A crowned King 

A Queen with a scepter 

A bird 

A lion 

A Cock 

A Yellow or golden Garment 

A staff 

Sun 

Sunday 

Raphael 

Uriel 

kundalini 

 If the seven rays are the seven archetypal Gods from which all metaphysics is based, then 
The Olympic Spirits are remains of the divine union, as we are, and therefore must be brought 
together in the mind of the Magician as part of the journey home. 

Remember that the Olympic spirit is the archetype of all Gods and Goddesses which are part 
of that ray. They are there to provide you with guidance on your life path. 

Open to the Path of Mediumship Reiki 

Open the Path to Mediumship Reiki connects you to the higher realms. This system helps to 
open the path to communications with those who have crossed over. Many of us feel a need 
to communicate with our loved ones who have crossed, but we are not sure how to do this. 
There are times we may feel the presence of our loved ones, but not know how to allow the 
messages to come through. Open the Path to Mediumship Reiki helps to clear this path of 



communications with spirits and those who have crossed over, so that you can connect easily 
with loved ones. 

Ophiel Empowerments 

The magical system of Olympic spirits gives you a way of asking the universe for something 
they are not organizing about. You cannot threaten them or do anything which is a usual 
instrument of magic. You are getting in touch with one of the prime forces in the universe and 
the most powerful source of magic. However they act according to their own will and 
according to their own plans. In some cases they will not give you want you want, and in other 
cases they will let you have it even if it is not recommended. Gods are like that. 

 Ophiel distinctiveness 

Mercury 

Hermes 

Thoth 

Seshat 

Ra 

Jophiel 

Communication 

Trade 

Writing 

Magic 

Messengers 

Abundance 

Illumination 

Intuition 

6 ray and 2 ray 

Orange 

Mercury 

Wednesday 

If the seven rays are the seven archetypal Gods from which all metaphysics is based, then The 
Olympic Spirits are remains of the divine union, as we are, and therefore must bebrought 
together in the mind of the Magician as part of the journey home. 

Remember that the Olympic spirit is the archetype of all Gods and Goddesses which are part 
of that ray. They are there to provide you with guidance on your life path. 

Rahma Spirit Empowerment 

The Rahma Spirit Empowerment was received during a special meditation at a Rahma Group 
dedicated to communicating with higher vibrational “aliens.” 



Whether you believe in UFOs or not, or think these beings are simply higher spiritual beings 
vs. actual aliens, this energy can raise your vibration and take you to a new level in your life. 

Sacred Machu Picchu Energies 

Founded by Gabriela Yasmin Szafman 

THE SACRED MACHU PICCHU ENERGIES WILL HELP YOU: 

· Help grounding 

· Balance your energy centers 

· Activate our healing powers 

· Heal yourself and the planet 

· Experience the regenerative strength of nature and the natural telepathy of love 

· Help with ascension 

Sai De Mim Spell Flush 

This system is used to eliminate any form of negativity that disturbs people's peace or life. It 
is useful  to remove  spirits of the dead or to disinfest environments that have manifestations 
of POLTERGEIST.  

It is also useful to eliminate negativity due to malicious thoughts. 

 It is also recommended to remove the ENTITIES remaining after SPIRITUAL SEATS or 
Evocations. 

Shaman Rattle Reiki 

Rattles are among the most important and ancient of ceremonial tools. For a shaman the 
rattle is not only a healing tool but even one of the strongest spiritual tool because with the 
rattle a shaman can call down all the spirits and enter in their dimensions. A rattle is even a 
powerful antenna that may inform you about what's going on around you ,if there're bad 
people or energy . with this attunement you'll receive in your hands an etheric rattle of light 
so you may heal people ,you can call down spiritual helpers and you may better your 
perceptions especially when you pass your hands on someone or something. 

Shaman Visions Mask 

Many shamans, as you maybe already know, in many ancient traditions in some rites use to 
wear some special masks. 

these masks may be a strong coloured “make –up” or real masks like the ones used by tibetan, 
burian, russian or indian and some african shamans.  

Usually these masks represent some gods or spirits. 

There’re healing masks, visions masks, banishing masks and others. 

 This system allows you to call down and receive, when you’re in need, an etheric mask to 
have visions from the invisible world. 

You can see the future, a danger in advance or just the right way for you to take in yours or in 
other situations. 



To use this system, you have to follow the instructions in the manual because this mask must 
be used just when you need and then must be taken off. 

Skywalker Reiki & Cards 

Initiations and attunements with 28 mandalas in oracle cards, you can perform a self-
unmediated by a Reiki master. Very transformer channeled light beings with the spiritual 
center of the galaxy. Amplifies your meditation, and healing ability to create, for yourself and 
others. Receive messages from the cosmos. 

Super Power Burst – Prosperity & Abundance Reiki 

Super Power Burst Protection & Clearing Reiki connects you to pure positive source energy 
for clearing, removing, and banishing any energy, entity, and spirit that is attached to you, 
your home, or business. 

 It removes and clears out any negativity and negative residue from your energy fields and 
any locations where you live or work.  

Once removed these negative energies, entities, and spirits cannot come back or reattach to 
cause trouble in your life or to harm you in any way. 

 They are banished and cannot return.  

Your and your home, as well as your place of business and work are surrounded with a 
protective barrier that will not allow any negative energy to attach or have any ill effects on 
you or your locations.  

The energies work instantly as the Super Power Burst Protection & Clearing is activated. 

This is a super powerful energy system that is magickally infused with protection and clearing 
energies. 

The Evocation 

Contact with the spiritual world. Powerful magic that opens the door to the spiritual world !!  

A huge relief and support for all professional media or people who want to be, or those who 
want the contact to the spiritual world !!!   The "problem" that will interfere with negative, 
unwanted entities, upon contact will be finalized and you will be empowered to collect a 
whole new experience with the spiritual world. 

Toad Bufo Alvarius Empowerment 

known as "the toad of the dawn" or "the Sapo DMT". 

Live in the present beyond illusions 

Sexual-emotional disorders, abuse, additions, guilt conflicts, 

determents your disconnection of your true self. 

DMT is released by the pineal gland while a person is approaching 

death. Thus explaining the imagery reported by survivors of near 

death experiences. This to the beginning of the soul. He often 

referred to the drug as the "God molecule" or the "spirit molecule" 

Effects of DMT 



* Intense visuals 

* Altered concept of time 

* Stomach discomfort 

* Overwhelming fear 

* Lung irritation 

* Increased heart rate 

* Increased body temperature 

Using DMT can be a serious health risk that results in death. Users can go into a state of 
unconsciousness or a drug induced coma. 

5-meO-DMT a neurotransmitter molecule from the glands of the Bufo Alvarius, a toad living 
in the Sonora (Mexico) desert - is one of the deepest experiences, that a human being can 
obtain on this planet at any level: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.  This 
empowerment breaks the chemical filters that the human mind uses to prevent a continuous 
state of perception, awakening and complete consciousness. These filters are necessary for 
our day to day life, as they help us to function in this three dimensional reality, limited by 
space and time. 

As soon as we open those filters it seems that we are finally able to put our ego to sleep and 
then go into a state of deep meditation, that means that we would be able to access the 
superconscious part of our mind, our true nature, oneness and unconditional love. With this 
empowerment you do not need the chemical. Effects and dangers of bufoteina and DMT are 
suppressed. 

Uranian Magick Angels 

There are 8 Attunements Included In the Uranian Magick Angels Empowerments. They are:  

1) Uranian Angels  

2 ) Angelic Star Ray 

3) Uranian Earth  Star Ray 

4 )Uranian Rays of Creation 

5) Uranian Kundalini Fire Heart Empowerment 

6) Cosmic Head Kundalini 

7) Uranian Cosmic Etheric Prana Empowerment 

 Uranian Dragons Pillars of Cosmic Fire EMpowerment 

Founder Ramon Martinez Lopez 

With your purchase you will receive the manual, distant attunements and a certificate. 

“Before love there was nothing, after love there is everything” 

Uranian light is the First glow of love coming and forming the earth. 

characteristics: 

Uranian First light Earth thrived 18,000,000 years ago. 



Uranian First light put The astral body of beings into true contact with the souls. 

It is a higher vibration of violet flame with Gold-black-turquoise color 

The Uranian characteristics; where love becomes compassion, give wisdom that is not 
dependent leading to reasoning, a love that is not permanent upon one object alone, but 
includes all that lives and moves and has its own being, being similar to the characteristics 
that are to be grow by humanity when perfect love shall have shine with no fear, when human 
beings shall have conquered all the lower phases of his nature and love shall be as pure as it 
is universally inclusive. 

The uranian characteristics have temples of light, they are cosmic and are represented by the 
Spheres of cosmic power, and by pillars of fire. 

Uranian compassion; there the love when is for one particular person, becomes all inclusive 
so that it embraces all humankind regardless of sex or any other distinction, for it is the divine 
love of soul for soul which is above all material considerations of whatever nature. 

It cleans your dna to connect with a higher soul compassion oversoul and be embedded with 
joy. 

We must learn the lesson of work for a common purpose. The people who have this Uranian 
love therefore become builders of society. 

Uranian rays are raised beyond the realm of sex love to cosmic proportions in the three 
remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love. 

it is in a Line of Energy Flow to the Heart Center: 

Unarian light awakens your inner and unique light of creation not depending on higher or 
external forces. 

It is a Conduit for Energies from the Creative: 

in connection with the Creative forces upon our planet, from one of the stars in the Great 
Bear and beyond. 

The energy of the seventh ray is embodied into the uranian light, for the seventh ray is the 
ray which relates spirit and matter and brings together electric fire and fire by friction, thus 
producing manifestation. 

Uranian influences; 

brings about desired changes and produces those new conditions which will help the soul of 
humanity to express itself more freely, 

Expressing the qualities and bringing in the energies of the seventh ray, in one case, and the 
third ray in the other. 

in Relation to Intuition: 

cause the great transference in the human consciousness from intellectual perception to 
intuitive knowledge. 

It is Directly Related to Third Ray Activity: 

the Earth and cosmos, are directly the product of this third ray activity. 



The second ray of love and the seventh ray which fuses spirit and matter of the solar Logos 
are in the fullest eventual cooperation. 

It means also that knowledge can be transmuted into the way of wisdom and light. This 
necessarily brings in the will aspect or the influence of the first ray blended with the seventh 
ray producing the desired manifestation upon the physical plane. 

Uranian light in Relation to the Processes of Concretion and Manifestation: 

it is the ruler and is of supreme importance for the seventh ray to work through this uranian 
light and is the embodiment of the principle of concretion and the materialising of that which 
is in need of objective manifestation, through the bringing together of spirit and matter. It is 
here that the whole mystery of money display and the creation and production of money. 

This speed up and awakens your consciousness to higher truth while causing the cells in your 
body to recognize living light as nutrition. Your physical body is fortified and can more easily 
support your evolution into infinity, marked by embodying higher light frequencies now. 

It is for releasing all the blockages in your bodies and earth to remove all the negativity. Good 
for protection too. 

It increases the energy on your light bodies an surroundings. 

Very powerful. 

violet ray of Transmutation 

white ray of Purity 

blue ray of Will 

aquamarine ray of Clarity 

yellow ray of Wisdom 

red ray of Devotion 

orange ray of Divine Purpose & Joy 

green and pink ray of Truth & Love 

Walk-In Transitional Alignment 

The Walk-in Transitional Alignment Attunement was channelled in 2013 by Raine & Philip 
Hilton. 

The process and transition that occurs when a Walk-in experience appears within someone's 
life can be a huge trauma to the physical body as it accepts the process of dying, soul 
separation and the integration of the new soul. This transition can manifest itself in many 
ways including physical and mental imbalances such as severe allergic reactions to food, 
sensitivity to chemicals, asthma, anxiety attacks, depression, M.E. epilepsy or seizures. These 
occur as the body tries to reject the new soul much in the same way someone who has had a 
heart or liver transplant can experience tissue rejection. The re-integration of a walk in soul 
takes time and it must be performed within every aspect of your being ( Physically, 
Emotionally and Mentally ). 

 For some this doesn’t always happen and they live their life constantly out of alignment, 
plagued with ill health and mental and emotional issues. Working with the Walk-in 



Transitional Alignment distant attunement and the channelled exercise, you will gain the 
ability to fully integrate your walk-in soul with your physical body and to make peace with the 
residual energy and karmic responsibilities of the previous occupant. This energy works on 
each of the 7 layers of the aura as well as the 7 main chakras including the Soul Star and Earth 
Star Chakra. Through the process of working with these extra chakras you will firmly anchor 
your new soul to your physical body which over time depending on the kind of ailments you 
are suffering from this energy may heal and improve your overall health. Results will vary 
from person to person. 

 The Walk-in Transitional Alignment Attunement Manual includes the following: 

 * Explanation of what a Walk-In is, Walk In Quiz, and how the exchange happens. 

 * How this exchange impacts on all aspects of the body, and how it alters the life and 
wellbeing of a Walk In Soul. 

 * Our Walk-In stories and how we recovered our Celestial memories. 

 * Channelled communication from the Pleiades 

 * Channelled Walk –In Transitional Alignment Exercise. 

 * Detailed explanation of the chakras and layers of the auric body and how this energy will 
work each aspect of you. 

Yesterdays’ Future Reiki Empowerment 

This energy system brings you into closer harmonics with all of your alternate selves, 
connecting all of the timelines and realities. 

This is very powerful because you are able to use the energies of all of your selves coming 
together to form one powerful chord rather than a lonely note. 

It draws the energies of the layers of possibilities to help you create the best possible life you 
want in this reality timeline. 

It creates life altering changes in positive energetic ways for the highest good. Your 
improvements in your life here will be seen in more opportunities, more ease of attraction of 
wanted energy, people, places, things, etc. here on this earth. 

As you work with these energies, the struggles and resistance fall away. 

The power of a harmonic chord of positive energy concentrates your personal power so that 
when you focus your intent, you attract, create, and achieve the results you want to manifest 
in your life. 

This attunement energy is very special and powerful. 

It is meant for those who are serious about wanting to change their lives in positive ways and 
create a path of ease of attraction and manifestation. 

 


